CROWN CAMPAIGN PRESS RELEASE

INAUGURAL CROWN CAMPAIGN FELLOW SEEKS TO
INITIATE CHANGE THROUGH REPORTING AND
COMMUNITY ORGANIZING
For Immediate Release

Our inaugural CROWN Campaign fellow, Karla Arroyo, joined our growing village last week.
Karla is currently obtaining her master’s degree in Social Journalism at the Craig Newmark
Graduate School of Journalism at CUNY. During her 16-month program, she will be focusing
on, reporting on, and organizing around women with natural hair in the workforce, with an
emphasis on corporate settings. Karla is interested in multimedia journalism and wants to
use different platforms to address her communities. She is currently interning at Futuro
Media Group as a podcast intern for In The Thick, a podcast that covers politics from the
perspectives of people of color. She is Dominican and both of her parents are immigrants
from the Dominican Republic. “My hair is my crown. It took years for me to feel it was
acceptable in the workplace and in schools until I realized it’s beautiful without alterations."
Karla Arroyo shares.
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INAUGURAL CROWN FELLOW CONTINUED
The CROWN Campaign is an interdisciplinary team and
growing village of grassroots advocates across the nation in
academia, business, policy, journalism, research, health, law,
the arts, and community who have lived experiences of hair
discrimination, know of those impacted by hair
discrimination, and have been engaging voices from around
the country on experiences with hair discrimination.
Karla recently attended the historic CROWN Conference at
Rutgers University - New Brunswick envisioned by Dr.
Patricia O'Brien Richardson on January 29, where she
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connected with the panelists, including co-founders Dr.
Bernice B. Rumala and Shemekka Ebony. She expressed her
interest in working collaboratively with members of the
campaign as she is gearing up for her capstone project,
which will be centered around the relationship between
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the workplace and women with natural hair in light of the
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CROWN Act. She is interested in doing community

alterations." Karla
Arroyo

organizing work with the women in her community. But
first -- she wants to be a listener. She wants to address all
the issues that women of color face when it comes to hair
discrimination and work towards a solution. The solution
would involve the members of the community and
counterparts -- the goal is to create impact
CROWN Campaign Co-founders, Dr. Bernice B. Rumala and
Shemekka Ebony Coleman, commented saying, “We are
delighted to have Karla Arroyo on board as the inaugural
CROWN campaign fellow. She brings passion and wonderful
expertise. We and the CROWN campaign interdisciplinary
team consisting of Crystal M. Richardson (legal),Dr. Manka
Nkimbeng (Research), JB Afoh Manin (legal and Men and
hair discrimination) and crown campaign village are looking
forward to co-designing and mentoring her through this
capstone project”. Learn more at
www.crowncampaign.com and connect with crown
campaign on IG and twitter @crowncampaign

